Convention housing can be a huge
headache. So many details to be tracked –
availability, room and rate types, special requests,
and additional room occupants. It seems that
everyone changes their mind at the last minute.

Housing
Convention Housing Made Simple

Housing+ is designed to simplify the process so that all
necessary information is always available. The hotel is
calling for an updated rooming list? No problem!
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Conventions
Manage an unlimited number of conventions at any given time.
Track brochures, premiums and services requested for
each meeting.
Create Room blocks with multiple distinct room types and
rates, as well as separate acknowledgement and deposit
notes for each hotel.
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Search reservations or occupants.

Hotels
Manage unlimited properties, room types and room blocks.
General hotel reports showing all groups with rooms
blocked at each hotel.
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About Our Company
The strength of John Paradiso
& Associates, Inc. comes from our
commitment to our clients. We are
sensitive and responsive to our
clients’ needs. Devoted to their
satisfaction, we take special pride
in our relationships with our clients,
individually and collectively.
We are a highly motivated team
dedicated to providing the
absolute best products and services
available in the tourism industry.

Track unlimited number of hotel staff and their contact
information. Assign separate mailings for each contact and
designate a primary contact.

Reservations
View room availability information for each property
and room type in summary and detail format before
booking reservations.
Supports distinct confirmation and billing contacts.
Easily change existing reservations.
Copy reservations.
Print, email, or fax confirmations directly from the
reservation screen.
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HousingWeb

Online Reservation Requests

From the internet...
HousingWeb hosts each convention on its own web page,
allowing the attendees to fill in the information for you.
Each hosted convention can have its own customized information.
Attendees can request their top three choices of hotel
and room type.
All information is validated for completeness and validity
before reservation request is accepted.
Hosted on a secure server and all credit card information
is encrypted.
Automatically downloads new reservations and updates
availability information on the Web as often as you want.

... into Housing+
Reservations from the web are automatically imported
into Housing+.
HousingWeb identifies potential problem reservations so
that you can easily reserve a different hotel or approve
over-booking.
Strong security and encryption assure that attendee data is safe.
Built in audit features checks that all reservations have
been received and will recover any that were not successfully downloaded.

Fully Functional

Evaluation Version Available
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